
MATCH REPORT 
Hornsby Berowra U10 Blue vs Westbrook  Blue 

ROUND 5 – 16 August 2020 
VENUE NAME Rofe Park    

 

Report Content  

The first quarter was a closely fought contest with good ball movement and control from both sides. On the back of 
some strong marking in the mid field by Sam B and Luke M a few chances were created but the eagles couldn’t quite 
convert their opportunities against a scrambling (and big) opposition defence. The Bulldogs were restricted to just the 
one goal and one behind thanks to some committed defence by Khobe T and Jack R. 

The second quarter saw the eagles click into gear with Josh W scooping up a tap down and showing a clean set of heels 
to score a great running goal. Emmett S then took a strong mark a long way out and after taking his time in the set up, 
unleashed a monster kick straight down the middle that gave the team a real lift. Lucas A then completed the trifecta 
of goals for the forward line kicking true after copping a heavy tackle from behind.  

Some words of encouragement from coach Tim at half time and the team were back into the fray.  

The third quarter was another great back and forth with Jake G popping up absolutely everywhere and distributing the 
ball nicely. Some of the draining drills are also paying dividends with some good shepherding skills on display from the 
boys. The only real difference between the two teams in this quarter was the Bulldogs being slightly more accurate in 
front of goals whereas the eagles managed 5 behinds! Ronin A and Charlie R kept the team in the game with several 
goals spoils right on the line. Well done boys. 

The final quarter saw the defence under more pressure and Henry P doing a great job cleaning up in the back pocket. 
The bulldogs eventually managed a couple more goals but the team are to be commended for playing what was 
probably their best game of the season so far in terms of skills and execution. 

Thanks to Nick Ward for stepping in to do the umpiring duties. 

Player of the week: Jacob Gibson  

 

    
    

 

 


